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Domestic Markets
Weekly wrap up:

Domestic
Market
 Rupee closed the week
at 65.3750 levels.
 FX Reserves decreased
to $399.656 bln as on
Sep 29th from $402.246
bln.

Rupee opened the week at 65.65 levels, its weekly low against the US Dollar tracking
losses in Domestic equities as well as the Asian currencies market after the release of
upbeat US data and increased hopes for a rate hike and a tax overhaul in the U.S. before
the end of the year. Reports showed that U.S. factory activity accelerated to an almost
thirteen-and-a-half year high in September. However, the local unit soon reversed losses
against the Dollar after Reserve Bank of India (RBI) kept its key rates unchanged as
expected while reducing the SLR to improve liquidity in the system. RBI’s six-member
monetary policy committee (MPC) kept the repurchase or repo rate—unchanged at 6%
citing reversal in inflation. Break of 65.50 levels brought in dollar selling by exporters
taking rupee towards 65.20 and then its weekly high of 64.945 levels. Gains in the Asian
currencies markets also supported the local currency as the Dollar weakened and
investors considered the implications of a change in leadership at the Federal Reserve.
However, the local unit soon depreciated towards 65.19 levels against the US Dollar as a
string of upbeat US data added to optimism over the strength of the economy and amid
fresh hopes for a December rate hike. Further, the Rupee continued to weaken towards
65.39 levels after speculations over announcement of some fiscal package by Indian
government and negative sentiments in local equities. Rupee ended the week at 65.3750
levels.
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Going Forward:
Rupee is expected to open the week marginally weaker around 65.45 levels as the Dollar
could advance on risk aversion on reports that North Korea is preparing to test a longrange missile which it believes can reach the west coast of the United States, according a
Russian lawmaker who has just returned from a visit to Pyongyang. The Dollar could also
be supported against the Indian currency after data released Friday showed September's
unemployment rate dropped to a 16-year low of 4.20%. On the first day of the week,
however, the volatility could remain minimal as the US financial markets remain shut for
Columbus Day. The break of 65.50 levels could be crucial for the currency unit and push
rupee back towards 65.80 levels, where the Reserve Bank of India could try to protect the
levels and make the local currency advanced back towards 65.50 levels. However, the
Indian unit could yet again be under pressure as the FOMC releases the minutes of its
latest monetary policy meet. The minutes could yet again help in reiterating that the
central bank would increase interest rates yet again in December and back it up with
three more rate increases in 2018, although, that could only work if the current Fed Chair
Yellen is appointed for a second term or a hawkish candidate takes office in her place.
Next week will also see a lot of speeches by key Federal Reserve officials, and depending
on their take on the Fed's policy, the Rupee could continue to be directed. Investors could
also keep a close watch on the geopolitical tensions, which if escalate could weigh on the
Indian currency. The volatility could remain a little high through the week, before the
financial markets in India go into hibernation for the festivities. The overall strength in
Dollar against major currencies and Chinese Yuan along with choppy Indian equities shall
keep pressure alive on rupee. Markets shall also monitor the trends in Debt markets after
the increased limits - both government and Corporate bonds to gauge the FII inflow
impact on currency.
Overall the Indian currency could remain volatile and see both way movements between
64.90 and 65.80 levels over the week with focus on FII flows in both debt and equity
markets.
Advise:
Exporters are advised to cover short to mid-term export receivables on spikes towards
65.60-65.80 levels while importers to cover near term payable on dips towards 65.00-65.20
levels.
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Forward Market
6 - month Premium (in Paisa)

Domestic
Market
Likely to move higher

6 month forward premia opened the week at 135.00 paisa and initially touched a low of
134.75 paisa. Getting supported at these levels, the 6 month forward premia started to
move higher and breached its key resistance of 137.50 paisa. 6 month forward premia
ended the week at its high of 140.75 paisa.
Going Forward:
6 month forward premia has given a bullish close on the short term charts signaling a
upmove towards 142.00 and 145.00 paisa. Only a convincing break and close above the
same shall push it to 150.00 paisa. On the downside, key support lies at 135.00 and 130.00
paisa. Technical indicators are signaling a bullish momentum.
Key Support: 135.00, 130.00, 125.00
Key Resistance: 142.00, 145.00, 150.00
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International
Markets
EUR/USD
Euro closed the week at
1.1733 levels.

Technical

Likely to move lower
after a blip

Euro:
Euro opened the week at 1.1816 levels and initially declined towards 1.1728 levels as the
Dollar strengthened against the European currency as investors monitored an independence
vote in Spain's Catalonia. The head of Catalonia's regional government opened the door to a
potential declaration of independence from Spain. Euro continued to fall towards 1.1694
levels on the aftermath of a violence-marred independence vote in Spain's Catalonia region.
However, the common currency reversed some of its losses and gained towards 1.1788 levels
as investors squared positions after a three week Greenback rally, and before three days of
heavy data culminating in Friday's employment report for September. The Dollar was also
hurt on speculation US President Donald Trump's choice for the next Fed Chair may be a less
hawkish candidate than previously thought. The Dollar was capped after Politico reported
that US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin favours Fed Governor Jerome Powell over
former Governor Kevin Warsh. Rally in the European currency did not last long, and the
currency unit dipped towards 1.1697 levels as the Dollar pared losses after data showed a
service sector index increasing to its highest level in more than 12 years, boosting the
likelihood that the Federal Reserve will raise rates at its December meeting. The ISM nonmanufacturing index rose to its highest level since August 2005 in September and the prices
paid index reached its highest level since February 2012. Euro plunged further down as the
Dollar surged supported by hopes for progress on US tax reforms. Congressional Republicans
moved to hasten an overhaul of the US tax code with the Republican controlled House of
Representatives approving a fiscal 2018 spending blueprint to help advance an eventual tax
bill. The Dollar was also supported after data showed that orders for core capital goods in
August were stronger than previously reported, suggesting robust business spending could
help offset some of the economic drag of Hurricanes Harvey and Irma. Euro dropped towards
its weekly low of 1.1667 levels after September's unemployment rate fell to 4.2%, a 16-year
low, while the losses in the Euro reversed soon and the currency gained to close the week at
1.1733 levels after a Russian lawmaker warned that North Korean officials were planning a
new test of a missile capable of reaching the US's West Coast.
Technical Outlook:

Upcoming
Events






Industrial Production
m/m (DE)
Sentix Investor
Confidence (EU)
Trade Balance (DE)
Industrial Production
m/m (EU)
German Final CPI
m/m (DE)

Week ahead: Cross has given bearish close on the weekly chart while has given mixed
signal on the daily chart signalling an upmove initially towards 1.1830 levels. Facing
resistance at these levels, the cross shall resume its downmove targeting 1.1700 levels.
Only a convincing break and close below the same shall push it to 1.1640 and 1.1530
levels. Next key support lies at 1.1460 levels. Technical indicators are signalling the
same bearish momentum.
Key Support: 1.1700, 1.1640, 1.1530, 1.1460
Key Resistance: 1.1830, 1.1930, 1.2000, 1.2100
Advise: Exporters are advised to cover their near term receivables on spikes towards 1.1830
levels. Importers are advised to cover their near term payables on dips towards 1.1600
levels.
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International
Markets
GBP/USD
GBP closed the week at
1.3063 levels.

Technical
Likely to move lower

Sterling:
Pound opened the week at 1.3387 levels and after a temporary spike towards its weekly high
of 1.3402 levels, dipped towards 1.3253 levels as investors focused on underlying weakness
in the British economy and the governing Conservatives gathered for what could be a
fraught party conference. Data on Friday showed gross domestic product growth slowed to
1.5% year on year in the second quarter while the current account deficit increased more
than expectations. The British currency continued to decline towards 1.3220 levels as the
Dollar gained after a manufacturing index rose to its highest level since 2004, boosting
hawkish bets on the US economy. The ISM US manufacturing activity index rose to 60.8 in
September above economists' expectations of 58, while the prices paid index was also the
highest since May 2011. Sterling reversed losses and gained towards 1.3290 levels as the
Dollar pulled away from seven-week highs, amid speculation that US President Donald
Trump's choice for the next head of the Federal Reserve could be a less hawkish candidate
than had previously been expected. Dollar fell after a Politico report that Fed Governor
Jerome Powell is favoured over former governor Kevin Warsh by US Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin. Pound, however, soon reversed gains and weakened to 1.3105 levels after
data showed activity in the UK construction sector slowed in September, unexpectedly
suffering its sharpest fall since just after last year's Brexit vote. The monthly construction
purchasing managers' index (PMI) survey sank to 48.1 from August's reading of 51.1, far
below all forecasts and beneath the 50 level that separates growth from contraction, as new
work dried up on concern over the economic outlook. Sterling declined to its lowest level in
the week of 1.3024 levels on various factors that helped the Greenback rally including
increased hopes for progress on US tax reforms and upbeat economic data, which showed
that orders for core capital goods became stronger and that September's unemployment fell
to the lowest level in 16 years. Pound ended the week at 1.3063 levels.
Technical Outlook:

Upcoming
Events








BRC Retail Sales
Monitor y/y
Manufacturing
Production m/m
Goods Trade Balance
Industrial
Production m/m
RICS House Price
Balance
BOE Credit
Conditions Survey
CB Leading Index
m/m

Week ahead: Cross has given a bearish close on the short term charts signaling a downmove
towards 1.3000 levels. A convincing break and close below the same shall push it to 1.2960
and 1.2850 levels. Further support lies at 1.2730 and 1.2640 levels. On the upside, key
resistance lies at 1.3120 and 1.3260 levels. Technical indicators are signalling the same
bearish momentum.
Key Support: 1.3000, 1.2960, 1.2850, 1.2730
Key Resistance: 1.3120, 1.3260, 1.3330, 1.3450
Advise: Importers are advised to cover their near term payables on dips towards 1.2850
levels. Exporters are advised to cover their near term receivables on spikes towards 1.3120
levels.
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International
Markets
USD/JPY
Yen closed the week at
112.63 levels.

Technical

Likely to move lower

Upcoming
Events








Japanese Yen:
Yen opened the week at 112.54 levels and initially depreciated towards 113.05 levels as the
Dollar started the month on a high note gaining against the Euro and other major
counterparts as investors monitored an independence vote in Spain's Catalonia. The head of
Catalonia's regional government opened the door to a potential declaration of independence
from Spain. However, sharp losses in the currency unit were limited as the data released
showed Japan's big manufacturers were the most confident about the business outlook in a
decade in the last quarter, a sign the country's economic recovery may be gathering steam
thanks to robust global demand. The Japanese currency, however, continued to decline
towards its weekly low of 113.19 levels as the Dollar continued to gain after a manufacturing
index rose to its highest level since 2004, boosting hawkish bets on the US economy. The ISM
US manufacturing activity index rose to 60.8 in September, above economists' expectations of
58, while the prices paid index was also the highest since May 2011. Yen soon reversed losses
and gained towards its weekly high of 112.31 levels as the Dollar stepped back from a 1-1/2
month high against a basket currencies as the rally triggered by strong US data fizzled on
speculation US President Donald Trump's choice for the next Fed Chair may be a less
hawkish candidate than previously thought. Politico reported that the US Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin favours dovish Fed Governor Jerome Powell over former governor Kevin
Warsh. The Japanese currency soon reversed and declined yet again towards 112.91 levels as
the Dollar pared losses on a strong non-manufacturing report which rose to its highest level
since August 2005 in September and the prices paid index reached its highest level since
February 2012. Yen continued to weaken towards 113.07 levels as the Dollar touched a fresh
seven-week high against a basket of currencies, supported by hopes for progress on US tax
reforms. Congressional Republicans moved to hasten an overhaul of the US tax code with the
Republican-controlled House of Representatives approving a fiscal 2018 spending blueprint
to help advance an eventual tax bill. The Dollar drew additional support after data showed
that orders for core capital goods in August were stronger than previously reported,
suggesting business spending could help offset some of the economic drag of Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma. The Japanese currency was also under pressure following the release of
the US unemployment rate which dropped to 4.2%, for the first time in 16 years. However,
Yen reversed losses to 112.59 levels, before closing the week at 112.63 levels, on safe-haven
appeal after a Russian lawmaker warned that North Korean officials were planning a new
test of a missile capable of reaching the US's West Coast, media reports said.
Technical Outlook:

Current Account
Economy Watchers
Sentiment
Core Machinery
Orders m/m
Prelim Machine Tool
Orders y/y
Bank Lending y/y
PPI y/y
Tertiary Industry
Activity m/m
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Week ahead: The pair has formed a bearish pattern on the short term charts signalling and
southward movement in the coming days. On the downside, key support lies at 112.00 levels
and a convincing break and close below the same shall push it to 111.40 levels. Further
support lies at 110.00 levels. On the upside, key resistance lies at 113.45 levels. Technical
indicators are signalling the same bearish momentum.
Key Support: 112.00, 111.40, 110.00, 109.50
Key Resistance: 112.70, 113.45, 114.30
Advise: Exporters are advised to sell their near term receivables in a staggered manner on
dips towards 111.00 and 110.00 levels. Importers are advised to cover their near term
payables on spikes towards 113.00 levels.
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Gold

International
Market
Likely to move
higher

Week Gone by:
Gold opened the week at 1279.10 levels and initially moved higher towards 1282.04
levels. Given a bearish close, the yellow metal started to move lower and breached its
key support of 1265.00 levels. The yellow metal touched a low of 1260.16 levels before
ending the week at 1275.30 levels.
Week Ahead:
The yellow metal has formed a bullish pattern on the short term charts signaling an
upmove towards 1295.00 levels. A convincing break and close above the same shall push
it to 1315.00 and 1335.00 levels. Further resistance lies at 1358.00 levels. On the
downside, key support lies at 1262.00 and 1245.00 levels. Technical indicators are
signaling the same bullish momentum.
Key Support: 1262.00, 1245.00, 1230.00
Key Resistance: 1295.00, 1315.00, 1335.00
Advise: Short term traders are advised to buy the yellow metal on dips towards 1270.00
levels targeting 1295.00 and 1315.00 levels while keeping a strict stop loss below
1260.00 levels.
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Forex Calendar
Date

Forex
Calendar

Time

Country

Data

Forecast

Industrial Production
m/m
Sentix Investor
Confidence
BRC Retail Sales
Monitor y/y

09/10/2017

11:30

DE

09/10/2017

14:00

EU

10/10/2017

4:31

UK

10/10/2017

5:20

JP

Current Account

10/10/2017

10:30

JP

Economy Watchers
Sentiment

10/10/2017

11:30

DE

10/10/2017

14:00

10/10/2017

Previous

0.9%

0.0%

28.6

28.2

-

1.3%

1.98T

2.03T

49.9

49.7

Trade Balance

20.1B

19.5B

UK

Manufacturing
Production m/m

0.3%

0.5%

14:00

UK

Goods Trade Balance

-11.2B

-11.6B

10/10/2017

14:00

UK

0.2%

0.2%

11/10/2017

5:20

JP

1.0%

8.0%

11/10/2017

11:30

JP

-

36.2%

11/10/2017

23:30

US

FOMC Meeting Minutes

-

-

12/10/2017

04:31

UK

RICS House Price
Balance

4%

6%

12/10/2017

05:20

JP

Bank Lending y/y

2.6%

3.2%

12/10/2017

05:20

JP

PPI y/y

3.0%

2.9%

12/10/2017

10:00

JP

0.1%

0.1%

12/10/2017

14:00

UK

-

-

12/10/2017

14:30

EU

0.6%

0.1%

12/10/2017

18:00

US

PPI m/m

0.4%

0.2%

12/10/2017

18:00

US

Initial Jobless Claims

255K

260K

12/10/2017

18:00

US

Core PPI m/m

0.2%

0.1%

12/10/2017

-

US

Federal Budget Balance

0.3B

-107.7B

13/10/2017

11:30

DE

German Final CPI m/m

0.1%

0.1%

13/10/2017

18:00

US

CPI m/m

0.6%

0.4%

13/10/2017

18:00

US

Core CPI m/m

0.2%

0.2%

13/10/2017

18:00

US

Core Retail Sales m/m

0.9%

0.2%

13/10/2017

18:00

US

Retail Sales m/m

1.5%

-0.2%

13/10/2017

19:00

UK

CB Leading Index m/m

-

-0.1%

Industrial Production
m/m
Core Machinery Orders
m/m
Prelim Machine Tool
Orders y/y

Tertiary Industry
Activity m/m
BOE Credit Conditions
Survey
Industrial Production
m/m
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Britain now has a four-party system
Labour and the Conservatives are both divided. Meet the new forces in British
politics: Corbynites, Social Democrats, Whigs and Tories

Column of
the Week

The election in June saw the return of two-party politics. Labour and the Conservatives
increased their share of the vote to 82%, from 65% in 2005. Yet look a little more closely
at the two great parties that are currently holding their annual conferences—Labour in
Brighton this week and the Conservatives in Manchester next—and you see a more
complicated picture. Under Jeremy Corbyn, Labour is divided into two sub-parties: a
moderate Social Democratic Party and a socialist Corbynite Party. The Conservatives
are an uneasy coalition of Whigs and Tories.

The Corbynite Party was in charge in Brighton. Most of the trade unionists and
activists who filled the hall were Corbynites, and Momentum, the molten core of
Corbynism, helped to put on a parallel conference, “The World Transformed”. Tom
Watson, officially Labour’s deputy leader and unofficially one of the commanders of the
anti-Corbyn resistance movement, even treated the conference to a rendition of “Oh,
Jeremy Corbyn”, the favourite chant of the faithful, in an abject admission of defeat.
But the Social Democrats were nevertheless in evidence. Blairite MPs walked the
seafront with rictus smiles. Labour First, a moderate pressure group, complained loudly
that the left had stitched up the conference by denying speaking roles to centrists, most
notably Sadiq Khan, the mayor of London (the organisers eventually relented). One
moderate complained that he felt like a stranger in his own party. The sort of people
who used to stand outside the hall handing out leaflets were now inside.
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The Corbynites and Social Democrats differ fundamentally on the meaning of the
election, in which Labour dramatically increased its vote-share but fell 64 seats short of
a majority. Len McCluskey, the leader ofthe pro-Corbyn Unite union, gave vent to the
Corbynite interpretation when he told the conference that he was tired of “whingers and
whiners” who point out that Labour didn’t win. “I say we did win. We won the hearts
and minds of millions of people, especially the young,” he insisted. Mr Corbyn told a
fringe meeting that Labour would have won outright if the campaign had lasted another
week. On this analysis, the task now is to work harder at selling Corbynism to the
people.
The Social Democrats, meanwhile, believe that Labour lost a winnable election by
backing a candidate and a set of policies that stand far outside the mainstream. The
psephological evidence points in both directions. Mr Corbyn pulled off a remarkable feat
by getting 40% of the vote. But his party is running neck-and-neck with the
Conservatives in the polls, despite the fact that the government is doing its best to tear
itself apart. A more centrist politician could be leading by double figures.
The Conservatives’ Manchester conference will be no less confusing. It will be shared by
the Whigs, a cosmopolitan party that wants Britain to remain as close as possible to
Europe, and the Tories, a nationalist party that worries about immigration and cultural
change. The Whigs are mostly young and urban—David Cameron’s Notting Hill set writ
large—while the Tories are older and rural. The Whigs think the Conservative Party
must move with the times in order to survive, whereas the Tories think that moving
with the times will mean surrendering everything they hold dear. Like the Corbynites,
the Tories have numbers on their side. The Conservative Party enjoys impregnable
majorities in places like Hampshire East, but has recently lost metropolitan beachheads
such as Kensington and Battersea.
The Conservatives are just as divided over the meaning of the election as Labour. The
Tories think that Theresa May’s strategy of advancing into culturally conservative
working-class areas in the north was a brilliant idea badly executed. The party came
close to winning a slew of Brexit-voting seats such as Bishop Auckland in north-east
England. The Whigs agree that it was badly executed but think it was a foolish idea in
the first place. By embracing social conservatism and little-England nationalism, the
party alienated metropolitan Britain without breaking the working class’s tribal loyalty
to Labour.
Conferences and after-parties
These divisions are not clear-cut. Some Conservative Brexiteers, such as Daniel
Hannan, are radical Whig free-traders who liken the EU to the protectionist Corn Laws
of the 1840s. Some of Labour’s chief Social Democrats, such as Mr Khan, have made a
show of bending the knee to Mr Corbyn. The party conferences underline the fact that
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political parties are as much social organisms as political ones: an excuse to get drunk,
have a good time and hang out with friends. Yet Brexit is testing party managers’ skills
to the limit. In government, the Conservatives cannot avoid making divisive decisions
over Brexit. The party also contains a core of fanatics who have no intention of allowing
the triumph of Brexit to be betrayed. Labour is also split. Mr Corbyn is cool on Europe
partly because, as a socialist, he regards the EU as a constraint on policies such as
nationalisation and partly because, as a party boss, he realises that many working-class
Labour voters supported Brexit. By contrast, Labour’s Social Democrats are
passionately pro-EU.
In Britain tribal loyalties usually trump ideological divisions. But occasionally
ideological divisions prove too wide to manage, particularly when allied with economic
interests. The Conservatives have split twice because of trade, first over the Corn Laws
and then over imperial preference in the early 20th century. Brexit might yet prove to
be just such a division. The Conservatives’ Whigs and Labour’s Social Democrats have
far more in common with each other over Brexit (and much else) than they do with their
parties’ radical wings. One of the big questions of the next year will be whether
tribalism will prevail again—or whether the Whigs and Social Democrats can summon
the courage to reach across the aisle and start voting as a block on the all-consuming
question of Britain’s relationship with Europe.

Source: The Economist
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